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The SYMBEQ computer program created for the search of novel types of organic reactions and based on the formal-logical approach is considered. The application of symbolic equations generated by this program for the design of organic reactions is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, numerous efforts of different groups have resulted in the creation of a new field of computer application in organic chemistry: computer-assisted reaction design. This area of computer chemistry is based on the use of formal algebraic models (mainly the graph theory) and combinatorial algorithms. These abstract mathematical methods provide a universal tool to deduce the unprecedented types of chemical conversions which can be later verified theoretically and synthetically.

In our work we have used the formal-logical approach to the organic reactions, which was created in the 1970s and 1980s by Zefirov, Tratch, Baskin, and Gamziani and since that time has been intensively exploited in various investigations.[8,13] Fundamentals of this approach were thoroughly discussed in our subsequent publications.[14–21] Thus, in this paper we shall briefly consider only the basic notions of the formal-logical approach, used by us in designing chemical reactions, and the focus of this paper will be on the computer realization of these principles in the SYMBEQ program. We shall also present a short discussion of some of our results obtained using the SYMBEQ program.

To ensure the proper historical perspective, we have to mention some related approaches. First, the computer-assisted reaction design was elaborated by Ugi and co-workers,[1–12] who have created the IGOR program. The work of this program is based on the use of the UGI-DUGUNDJI model of constitutional chemistry.[22] The structures of chemical compounds as well as their interconversions are represented in this approach by matrices. IGOR can generate chemical structures of educts and products, provided the reaction equations, and the focus of this paper will be on the computer realization of these principles in the SYMBEQ program. We shall also present a short discussion of some of our results obtained using the SYMBEQ program.

An alternative approach based on the generation of the complete set of nonisomorphic spanning subgraphs of a given graph or pseudograph was proposed recently by R. Herges.[7] One should mention also the works of Fujita concerning classification and enumeration of organic reactions.[23]

BASIC NOTIONS OF FORMAL-LOGICAL APPROACH TO ORGANIC REACTIONS

In the framework of the formal-logical approach, all types of chemical transformations are described by the corresponding bond redistributions (BRs). The BR is called canonical if charged atoms and radical centers do not take part in it. With the help of some formal procedures, each noncanonical BR can be reduced to the canonical one.

The next basic notion of the formal-logical approach is a symbolic equation (SEQ), a formal scheme that represents all bonds changing their orders in the BR and all atoms which are connected by those bonds (such atoms are called reaction centers (RCs)). Each atom in a SEQ is labeled by an abstract symbol indicating the valence change of the atom: RCs with unchanged valences are called ordinary ones and are denoted in SEQs by heavy dots; centers that change their valence by 2, 4, 6,... units are called specific ones and are denoted in SEQs by X, X', X'', etc. (it was shown[20] that only even valences are possible in canonical BR). These equations containing symbols of chemical elements instead of abstract symbols are called reaction equations.

The other important notion of the formal-logical approach is the topology of BR, which is defined as a contour formed by all bonds changing their orders during the reaction. Each contour can be identified by a number of graphs (topology identifiers).

All these notions are illustrated in Figure 1, where the reaction of the opening of epoxides with tertiary phosphines[24] is described by chemical equation 1a, with all atoms and bonds, reaction equation 1b, containing only RCs and bonds connecting them, and SEQ 1c, in which the atom of phosphorus increasing its valence by two units is denoted by the symbol X, while the atoms of carbon and oxygen preserving their valences unchanged in the course of the reaction are denoted by heavy dots. Linear–cyclic topology of BR 1e in this reaction is identified by graph 1d, in which one edge (drawn vertically) corresponds to the formation of double bond P=O, another edge (drawn horizontally) corresponds to the formation of the double bond C=C from the single bond, and the two remaining edges correspond to the breaking of bonds.

Figure 1 not only illustrates the classification scheme of organic reactions accepted in the formal-logical approach but also shows how this scheme can be used for the generation of all possible reactions.

GENERATION OF ORGANIC REACTIONS BY THE SYMBEQ PROGRAM

The computer program SYMBEQ[15,11] is intended for the systematic search for all formally possible symbolic equations and reaction equations describing the reactivity of organic compounds. At the first stage of its work, SYMBEQ generates the complete lists of canonical SEQs for the given topology identifier (the mathematical statement of the generation problem, the algorithm, and its implementation are thoroughly considered in ref 12 and reviewed in the Appendix). In the course of generating SEQs, some restrictions are imposed on
the allowed numbers of specific RCs and on the maximal value of their reaction numbers (e.g., the sums of orders of all their bonds, that each of them must take part in the BR). The possibility for setting allowed types of changes of bond orders in the BRs is also provided. Thus for the graph 1d in Figure 1, a series of SEQs can be generated. One of them will be 1c if the presence of at least one specific RC is allowed and the maximal reaction number is set to be no less than 2. The additional possibility of eliminating SEQs with structures containing allene or triple bonds in cycles is also incorporated into the program. An example of complete lists of SEQs generated by the SYMBEQ program for graph 1d is presented in Figure 2. It should be mentioned that the same list has been obtained by R. Herges, who has applied his new algorithm for the generation of the complete set of nonisomorphic subgraphs of a given graph or pseudograph. In fact, SEQ 2f, in which all bonds change their orders from zero (i.e., formation of bonds) or to zero (i.e., breaking of bonds), can be associated with the notion of reaction category in the UGI-DUGUNDJI approach and corresponds to the R-matrix.

Thus, SYMBEQ can also be used for generating R-matrices representing reaction categories for the IGOR program or for Herges's approach.

For systematic investigations, graphs identifying topologies of BR can be extracted from Harary's book. Using the SYMBEQ program, we have systematically studied SEQs corresponding to cyclic, linear, linear-cyclic, and some more complex types of topologies of BRs. The user can choose already prepared graphs or draw any other graph using the graphical editor GIRL incorporated in the SYMBEQ program. For convenience, the complete lists of SEQs can be printed on paper in compact form like in Figure 2.

The next part of the SYMBEQ program provides the sequential construction of all reaction equations related to each of the previously generated SEQs; this program includes a special labeling procedure which assigns the symbols C, H, N, O, etc. to all vertices of the SEQ in accordance with the allowed values of valences of the corresponding elements and with the allowed orders of adjacent bonds. The user is also provided with the option to edit a default set of permitted...

Figure 1. Hierarchical classification tree of organic reactions in the formal-logical approach: chemical equation 1a, reaction equation 1b, SEQ 1c, topology identifier 1d, and the topology of BR 1e.
labels for each equivalence class of atoms in SEQs. Thus for SEQ 1c in Figure 1, a series of reaction equations can be generated, and one of them will be 1b. The general flow chart of the work of the SYMBEQ program is represented in Figure 3.

The SYMBEQ program is written in Microsoft QuickBasic language and is intended for IBM PC AT compatibles with EGA or VGA card, mouse, and EPSON printer. Together with the instruction, it is accessible as discussed in ref 35.

APPLICATION OF THE COMPLETE LISTS OF SYMBOLIC EQUATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF ORGANIC REACTIONS

The SEQs generated by the SYMBEQ program correspond not only to the already known organic reactions but also to the unknown ones. Therefore, they describe the way the bonds are redistributed in these unknown processes, providing the reaction systems for the search for novel types of organic reactions. Hence, complete lists of SEQs can be used as an instrument in searching for novel chemical processes.

The search for novel organic reactions includes (1) the analysis of different ways of replacing abstract symbols in SEQs by the symbols of chemical elements in accordance with the permitted values of valence, (2) the selection of chemical reagents, and (3) experimental investigations of predicted reactions. As an example, let us consider SEQ 3a in Figure 4, by which a practically unknown method for synthesis of 5-membered heterocycles can be described; in this case oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur atoms must correspond to the ordinary RC, connected in the left part of this SEQ with the specific RC, while any atom which can change its valence by two units (N, S, Se, I, P, etc.) may be related to the specific RC in this SEQ. Some interesting possibilities may be considered. Equations 3b–d show possible methods of furan formation. As the acetylene component, the esters of acetyleneacrylic acid and acetylenedicarboxylic acid could be used. Equation 3e describes the method which could be proposed for the pyrrole synthesis. For the formation of thiophenes, reaction 3f could be suggested.

The alternative way of reaction design consists of the replacement of reaction fragments in SEQ by their presentations. In many organic reactions, the presentation (4b, Figure 5) corresponds to the reaction fragment (4a). By placing 4b in SEQ 5a, one can obtain a scheme of an interesting chemical process (5b), in which ylides and metalallocarbenes can be proposed as the reagent \( \text{CH}=\text{Y} \).

One of the main principles of the application of SEQs for the design of novel organic reactions is the selection of such reaction systems which can provide the “driving force” for the chemical process, e.g., the formation of strong chemical bonds, the extrusion of energetically stable molecules, and the formation of aromatic systems. Equation 6b in Figure 6 (which can be obtained from SEQ 6a) shows one of several possible directions of the decay of the vinyl ester of \( \alpha \)-diazacarboxylic
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Figure 4. Design of reactions 3b–f from SEQ 3a.

Figure 5. Design of reaction 5b from SEQ 5a by replacement of reaction fragment 4a with its presentation, 4b.

Figure 6. Design of (a) reaction 6b from SEQ 6a and (b) reactions 7b and 7c from SEQ 7a.

acid; the high stability of the carbonyl group and molecular nitrogen is likely to promote this reaction. The formation of a stable aromatic system must promote intramolecular cyclization of carbenes (eq 7b) or nitrenes (eq 7c) (or carbenoids and nitrenoids) in accordance with SEQ 7a.

In the design of novel organic reactions, one can proceed from the proposition that for any SEQ it is possible to find such substituents and heteroatoms in the structures of reagents, such catalysts, and such experimental conditions that the suggested reactions would actually take place. Therefore, the main problem is how to make this search. In the experimental studies, the main obstacles preventing the desired reactions from proceeding in the desired direction should be found and eliminated by changing structures of the reagents and experimental conditions. In theoretical investigations, it is necessary to represent the desired reactions as sequences of elemental stages (or as one elemental stage), for which each of which exact theoretical computations can be made.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The reactions 3b–d predicted using the first version of SYMBEQ were experimentally investigated in our laboratory.28 The ester of acetylenedicarboxylic acid was taken as the acetylene component. It was shown that dimethyl selenoxide gives the ester of furan tetracarboxylic acid, in accordance with the eq 3b, with yield of 48%; iodosobenzene gives the same product with substantially less yield (the major product is iodobenzene bis(methyl oxalate)), but the oxide of trimethylamine reacts in a different manner to give substituted dimethyl oxalacetate via a 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction followed by cleavage of the isoxazoline ring of the adduct. Therefore, even the study of only one of the symbolic equations generated using the SYMBEQ program has allowed us to find the novel reaction 3b.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of the formal-logical approach, we have created the SYMBEQ program for searching for novel reactions of organic compounds. This program allows one to generate complete lists of SEQs, which can serve as an important instrument in searching for novel types of organic reactions. We have also proposed the methodology for the application of SEQs for the design of novel organic reactions. This methodology partially incorporated in the SYMBEQ program has allowed us to propose a number of interesting chemical processes, and, what is more, some of them have been already found in the laboratory.

Nevertheless, serious problems associated with the application of SYMBEQ for reaction design exist. This program still does not include the criteria associated with physical and quantum chemistry; therefore, the selection of novel types of reactions is based on the experience and intuition of a chemist. The selection of reaction systems for the experimental search for novel reactions should involve the estimation of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters for them. The application of quantum chemical calculations for this purpose was recently demonstrated by R. Herges and C. Hooock for the discovery of a novel pericyclic reaction (generated by the IGOR program). The solution of related problems for various types of organic reactions would surely make a big impact on the future development of this direction in computer-assisted reaction design.

APPENDIX. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND OF THE GENERATING PROBLEM

Let Gtop be a topology identifier graph with n vertices and m edges (see Figure 7). V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}, |V| = n, is defined as a set of all vertices of the graph Gtop and W = {w1, w2, ..., wm}, |W| = m, as a set of all its edges. A vertex automorphism group "G = [g] acting on the set V consists of all permutations.
with respect to each permutation canonical orders (see Figure 1).

Let a set T = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_{12}\} consist of 12 unified labels representing all formally possible changes of individual bond orders (see Figure 8). From the sets W and T, a new set \( T' = \{t^* : W \rightarrow T|P(\phi)\} \), consisting of all possible mappings \( \phi \) from W to T which satisfy some predicate system \( P(\phi) = P_1(\phi) \land P_2(\phi) \land ... \land P_{12}(\phi) \), can be constructed. While the first predicate \( P_1(\phi) \) checks that all valence changes in canonical SEQS should be even, other predicates correspond to possible restrictions (e.g., restrictions related to valences of the chemical elements or to allowed numbers of chemical elements of each kind).

Each mapping \( \phi \) corresponds to a reaction equation (see Figure 10).

It can be seen from Figure 8 that labels \( t_i \) and \( t_{12-j} \) reflect opposite directions of the same process. This can be described by introducing a group \( H = \{h_0, h_1\} \) which acts on the set \( T \) and consists of the following permutations: \( h_0(t_i) = t_j, h_1(t_i) = t_{12-j} \). From the groups \( G \) and \( H \), a new power group \( T' = H^G \) acting on the set \( T' = T'' \) can be constructed. Thus, the generating problem for SEQS reduces to a problem of constructive enumeration of a representable system for all orbits of the power group \( T \) on the set of mappings \( T' \). This problem is solved in the SYMBEQ program by using a special combinatorial algorithm for the sequential generation of canonical mappings \( \phi \) having the lexicographically smallest code in their orbits. The idea of this algorithm is very close to those considered above for the case of generating SEQS.
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